Journal Advertising
ITEEA journals are intended to meet the needs of a variety of audiences and target those involved in the field of
technology and engineering education with a special emphasis on Integrative STEM Education.
All journals are available to subscribers in electronic format. Technology and Engineering Teacher and The
Elementary STEM Journal (formerly Children’s Technology and Engineering) are available in print
format as well. Educators, administrators, parents, and advocates of technological literacy will all
find timely and valuable resources and information within each of ITEEA’s journal offerings.

Technology and Engineering Teacher
Technology and Engineering Teacher (TET), ITEEA’s flagship peer-reviewed
journal, is published eight times per school year. In its 78th volume
year, the journal is a useful and highly regarded tool for technology and
engineering education—from elementary through high school teachers—
to university students and university educators. Content includes activities,
program articles, hot topics, regular features including classroom/
lab safety, news, calendars, and important trends in technology and
engineering education.
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TET’s target audience includes technology and engineering advocates;
elementary, middle, and high school classroom teachers; graduate
students; university faculty; administrators; department heads; state
supervisors; guidance counselors; career educators; and museum
educators. Every issue includes:
zz Feature Articles (Peer-reviewed)
zz Advancing Excellence in P-12
Engineering Education (ASEE)
zz STEM Education News

zz Classroom Challenges
zz Safety Spotlight
zz Solutions to help educators excel
zz and more…

The Elementary STEM Journal
(formerly Children’s Technology and Engineering)
The Elementary STEM Journal (ESJ) is the only peer-reviewed magazine
devoted exclusively to elementary school technology and engineering
education. For more than two decades, ESJ is a must-have dynamic,
practical journal for anyone interested in technological literacy in Grades K-6.
Distributed four times a year, The Elementary STEM Journal is a themebased journal that includes in every issue:
zz Feature Articles, Including
Peer-reviewed
zz Feature Activities
zz Literacy Strategies

zz Career Connections
zz Books to Briefs
zz NASA’s The Space Place
zz and more...

Questions? Please contact Bob Jonas at 703-609-3974 or email bjonas@ITEEA.org • ITEEA.org/suppliers
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